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ABSTRACT

Today there is an impetus on professional designers to practice in a responsible and ‘sustainable’ manner, with equal emphasis on society, economy and environment (Fletcher & Dewberry, 2002). This is an enormous challenge as the competencies needed to develop these types of holistic solutions are extremely complex. This chapter describes a Pedagogical Innovation in the discipline of Product Design regarding the important role international collaborative projects can play in introducing these competencies into design practice. Iterative cycles of Action Research describe three such projects. A brief over-view of the project logistics is followed by an analysis of the participant experiences. The findings show that building capacity for sustainable design, through collaboration, is not a simple or ‘one size fits all’ approach. The research learning advises on how future projects should be structured and delivered and how the competencies acquired could bring about a change in designers behaviours towards a more sustainable future.
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BACKGROUND

The paradigm of design is changing. Designers now need to be equipped with the skills and knowledge that will enable them to participate in the global move towards a sustainable future. The tenets of Sustainable Development [SD] and Design: economy and environment are being dealt with extensively in both design practice and theory. Social sustainability in design, however, like the notion of social impacts in Sustainable Development, is a complex, contradictory and challenging area. These social elements often prove more difficult to define and implement as they deal with softer and more complex issues such as ethics, values, cultural diversity, holistic perspectives, as well as collective and personal responsibility.

Transforming the rhetoric surrounding sustainability into action is where designers often struggle. In order to do this effectively, this study shows that designers need to be introduced to a set of competencies that go beyond traditional design skills. To begin to address the complex issues we must first look at what these skills and competencies are and how they can be incorporated into design projects. Implementing these competencies will require a shift in how designers are taught as students and will subsequently practice as professionals. In higher education it is necessary to include projects that broaden designers’ perspectives; encourage personal engagement; encourage students to develop a holistic perspective and to become critical thinkers, who question, analyse and reflexively form their own worldview (Warburton, 2003).

SETTING THE STAGE

The focus of contemporary Product/Industrial design practice is moving away from material led objects to more user-led experiences (Moritz, 2005). The notion of a designer’s role as that of merely giving shape to physical objects is no longer valid (Nelson & Stolterman, 2003). Design has evolved to become the link between human and social needs and industrial practices. This is achieved by designing tangible and intangible ‘objects’ that give meaning, provide cultural contexts and also the opportunities for individual expression (Hara, 2009). Design now acts as cultural stimulus, a change agent and a tool for social engagement.

Collaboration

The innovations required for sustainability may be greatly enhanced through a process of collaboration, collective knowledge sharing, multi-disciplinarity, holistic perspectives and understanding of diverse cultural backgrounds (Designophy, 2001). Encouraging and facilitating collaboration between students in an educational environment can be particularly challenging as students’ struggle to move past what they know and have learnt in their own cultural settings. Individual student thinking is often rooted in past educational experiences with students getting little exposure to diversities of practice (social and professional) or failing to become engaged in any real cross cultural dialogue. Arguably, by capitalising on the process of collaboration a culture of individual and collective sharing can be encouraged leading to new knowledge and broader perspectives.

Collaborative work is of major importance; because with increasing complexity, groups of individuals can work together in order to accomplish problems they cannot solve on their own (Stempfle & Badke-Schaub, 2002). The potential of improved outcomes from collaborating experts and non-experts offers unique opportunities for designers to engage in the resolution of complex social sustainability problems (Johnson & Johnson, 1986; Davis, 2008). Multidisciplinary teamwork, though well practiced in industry is much rarer in education (Simpson, 2007). Traditional methods